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Abstract

Accurate methods for tracking individuals are crucial to the success of fisheries and aqua-

culture management. Management of migratory salmonid populations, which are important

for the health of many economies, ecosystems, and indigenous cultures, is particularly

dependent on data gathered from tagged fish. However, the physical tagging methods cur-

rently used have many challenges including cost, variable marker retention, and information

limited to tagged individuals. Genetic tracking methods combat many of the problems asso-

ciated with physical tags, but have their own challenges including high cost, potentially diffi-

cult marker design, and incompatibility of markers across species. Here we show the

feasibility of a new genotyping method for parent-based tagging (PBT), where individuals

are tracked through the inherent genetic relationships with their parents. We found that Rap-

ture sequencing, a combination of restriction-site associated DNA and capture sequencing,

provides sufficient data for parentage assignment. Additionally, the same capture bait set,

which targets specific restriction-site associated DNA loci, can be used for both Rainbow

Trout Oncorhynchus mykiss and Chinook Salmon Oncorhynchus tshawytscha. We input

248 single nucleotide polymorphisms from 1,121 samples to parentage assignment soft-

ware and compared parent-offspring relationships of the spawning pairs recorded in a

hatchery. Interestingly, our results suggest sperm contamination during hatchery spawning

occurred in the production of 14% of offspring, further confirming the need for genetic tag-

ging in accurately tracking individuals. PBT with Rapture successfully assigned progeny to

parents with a 98.86% accuracy with sufficient genetic data. Cost for this pilot study was

approximately $3 USD per sample. As costs vary based on the number of markers used

and individuals sequenced, we expect that when implemented at a large-scale, per sample

costs could be further decreased. We conclude that Rapture PBT provides a cost-effective

and accurate alternative to the physical coded wire tags, and other genetic-based methods.
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Introduction

Pacific salmon provide one of the most important fisheries in the North Pacific. Fisheries man-

agers from countries around the Pacific Rim must balance ecosystem function with demands

from commercial, recreational, and tribal fisheries. In California, Oregon, and Washington,

wild-caught salmon generated 200,000 jobs and $12 billion USD in 2012 [1]. Recreational

salmon fishing in these states attracted 1.6 million anglers and generated over $1 billion USD

[1]. Salmon are also culturally important to many indigenous peoples [2–5], and as a vital food

source, salmon are ritually honored with ceremonies and dances [6, 7]. Finally, salmon play a

critical role in supporting the ecological function of watersheds throughout the Pacific Rim,

where river and forest ecosystems have been shown to be dependent on the annual deposition

of marine-derived nutrients from salmon carcasses [8, 9].

Variation within and between salmon species poses unique challenges for management. As

anadromous fish, salmon develop in freshwater systems, migrate to the ocean where they com-

plete growth and development, and return to their natal streams to spawn [10]. Both in fresh-

water and marine habitats, species and stocks of salmon are mixed and can cross state and

national boundaries [11]. Most Pacific salmon are semelparous, such as Chinook Salmon

Oncorhynchus tshawytscha, while others are iteroparous such as steelhead Oncorhynchus
mykiss (anadromous Rainbow Trout) and require more complex fishing and hatchery regula-

tion [12]. Management groups must communicate and cooperate with each other in addition

to other interest groups such as those representing commercial, tribal, and recreational fisher-

ies [13]. Lastly, state and federal regulations, protections, and listings must be followed and are

continually changing.

Unfortunately, even as Pacific salmon are increasingly sought after, wild populations con-

tinue to experience massive declines [13]. Today, the biomass of returning wild salmon from

Washington to California is only 6–7% of the historic quantity [14], and one third of the extant

populations are currently listed as threatened or endangered [15]. Declines in wild Pacific

salmon have primarily been attributed to overfishing and anthropogenic habitat alterations

including dam construction, water withdrawals, logging, farming, and urbanization [16–19].

With the widespread decline of Pacific salmon throughout their range has come a proliferation

of fishing and environmental regulations, protections, and conservation status listings. Hatch-

eries around the Pacific rim artificially spawn returning adults and raise juveniles prior to

release into rivers in an attempt to supplement wild Pacific salmon stocks and mitigate for loss

of habitat [16]. In 2017, hatcheries in the United States and Canada released over three billion

salmon smolts [20].

In order to comply with with regulations and manage stocks, many groups track wild and

hatchery fish. Many hatcheries in California, Oregon, Washington, and Idaho mark their fish

with a permanently clipped adipose fin to differentiate hatchery-reared and wild-origin fish

for informing management decisions, stock assessments, and research [21]. Additionally,

many Pacific salmon are marked with external or implanted physical tags. The most common

physical tagging method, the coded-wire tag (CWT), is implanted in 50 million hatchery juve-

nile Pacific salmon annually [22], and when recovered from adult fish, allows the hatchery of

origin, date and time of release, and other meta data to be retrieved [21]. Drawbacks of CWTs

include high costs, variable implant success, low retention rates, stress induction with place-

ment, the need for killing individual fish in order to retrieve the tag, and a potential lack of sta-

tistical power for accurately estimating key exploitation and escapement rates [23]. Another

type of physical tag, the passive integrated transponder (PIT), uses radio frequency identifica-

tion to track individual fish and their movement through permanent antenna installations

without handling fish. However, they require specific physical conditions and intensive
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maintenance of antennae arrays to be effective, so they are not widely employed for population

estimates of anadromous stocks [24]. Fish must be raised to a minimize size relative to the tag

(e.g., CWT or PIT) that will be implanted before they can be safely tagged [25]. Not only does

this potentially create sampling bias for larger fish, but it also can be expensive when account-

ing for food and other hatchery costs. Implementing new technologies could improve the cost

and efficiency of information that is currently being collected by physical tagging [13].

Using genetic information to track individual fish is rapidly becoming a powerful alterna-

tive to physical tagging. Genetic tracking methods have the potential to increase the number of

individuals marked, enhance the amount and type of information collected from each individ-

ual, minimize stress on tagged fish, and decrease cost of current physical tagging methods. In

addition, genetic tracking methods allow for life-long marker retention, no minimum size for

tagging, nonlethal detection, and high resolution differentiation of individuals. In addition to

tracking individuals, genetic methods can also yield relevant data on the relatives of sequenced

individuals [26–29], thus allowing the potential assessment of population structure [29–32]. A

small number of independently segregating microsatellite markers have been successfully used

in pedigree reconstruction, but are constrained by inflexibility between species and difficulty

designing markers [32, 33]. Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) are being increasingly

used as genetic tags because they are high-throughput, have low genotyping error, and their

cost of detection is continuously decreasing [29, 30, 34, 35]. Previous challenges associated

with SNPs in forensic analysis, such as needing high concentrations of DNA for sequencing,

are no longer relevant [36]. SNP-based genotyping methods include whole genome sequenc-

ing, reduced representation sequencing such as restriction-site associated DNA (RAD)

sequencing, Amplicon sequencing (e.g., Genotyping-in-Thousands), SNP chips, and PCR

assays (e.g., SNP Type or Taqman) [34, 37–42]. Parent-based tagging (PBT) is a method of

genetic tracking that can use any of these technologies to identify the offspring of specific indi-

viduals (e.g., hatchery broodstock) from genetic information [29, 30, 32–35].

Genetic tracking differs from physical tags in its limitations, type of information collected,

and amount of information. Genetic tracking is limited by the technology available such as

marker design as well as applicability across species and management groups [34, 36, 43, 44].

Genetic tracking using SNPs discovered and genotyped via sequencing of restriction-site asso-

ciated DNA tags (a.k.a. RAD sequencing or RADseq) has the potential to offer increased flexi-

bility when compared to SNP chips or Amplicon sequencing. Though there are drawbacks of

interrogating thousands of RAD tags per individual such as, high expenses and increased data

complexity, a large panel of SNPs is often unnecessary and studies have used less than 100

SNPs for accurate parentage assignment of the vast majority of individuals [30, 35].

A molecular method which targets specific RAD tags in the genome may offer accurate and

inexpensive PBT and other genetic tracking approaches. Here we test a new method of genetic

tracking, Rapture-PBT, that accurately and efficiently constructs pedigrees from Rapture SNP

data. Rapture [42] is a combination of RAD and capture sequencing which facilitates the inex-

pensive genotyping of large numbers of individuals across hundreds to thousands of loci. Rap-

ture achieves high sample multiplexing at low sequencing cost by using RNA baits for targeted

enrichment through hybridization-based capture of a subset of RAD tags prior to sequencing.

We tested Rapture-PBT on 572 adult fall and late fall Chinook Salmon and 730 progeny from a

subset of 232 fall run adults (116 known spawning pairs) from the Coleman National Fish

Hatchery, Battle Creek, California. Fish released from this hatchery are intended to assist in

mitigating for the ongoing loss of Central Valley salmon habitat. We found that Rapture-PBT

successfully assigned the progeny to parents with a 98.85% accuracy and a cost of approxi-

mately $3 USD per sample with 248 SNPs from 500 baits.
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Results

We wanted to test the application of Rapture-PBT as well as the utility of the baits across differ-

ent species within the Oncorhynchus genus. Starting with 500 baits previously designed for

Rainbow Trout [42], we decided to test Rapture-PBT on Central Valley Chinook Salmon. Chi-

nook Salmon and Rainbow Trout are as divergent as any species pair within the Oncorhynchus
genus [45]. Additionally, Central Valley Chinook Salmon are currently an important stock of

salmon that could benefit from the implementation of a genetic tagging method. Adult fin clip

samples were taken, and embryo tissue was dissected from eggs. We then extracted DNA, gen-

erated RAD libraries, performed capture on the libraries using Rainbow Trout baits, and

sequenced the resulting Rapture library [42, 46] (see Methods). This dataset should allow for a

thorough evaluation of Rapture-PBT using a cross-species bait set.

To begin evaluating our Rapture-PBT dataset, we examined coverage, or depth, across sam-

ples and loci. The 500 bait-targeted loci had a mean coverage of 27.3X across all individuals

(Fig 1, S5 Table). However, the distribution was bi-model. Approximately 400 of the 500 tar-

geted loci had good coverage, while approximately 100 Rapture loci failed (i.e., had less than

1X mean coverage). The majority of Rapture loci had high coverage: 394 Rapture loci had a

mean coverage over 4X, 380 Rapture loci had over 10X mean coverage. We also evaluated cov-

erage of all 1,302 samples (Fig 2, S6 Table). One hundred samples had sequence coverage less

than 1X, and 181 samples had coverage below 4X. Conversely, 1,121 samples had coverage

over 4X, and 988 samples had coverage over 10X. We conclude that these baits, even though

designed for Rainbow Trout should provide ample loci for parentage assignment in Chinook

Salmon. Additionally, the majority of samples should have sufficient data for parentage

assignment.

To discover Chinook Salmon SNPs for use in parentage assignment, we used the probabilis-

tic framework implemented in the software package ANGSD on the 394 Rapture loci with

greater than 4x coverage [47] (see Methods). We retained 248 final SNPs, each on a separate

Rapture locus, that passed filtering requirements for use in parentage assignment (S8 Table).

Fig 1. Rapture loci sequencing coverage. Histogram of the mean coverage of all 500 bait-targeted loci at the midway

position. The midway position was 60bp in the 5’-3’ direction from the start position of the capture bait.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0239221.g001
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These 248 SNPs identified from Rapture should be sufficient for parent-based tagging in Chi-

nook Salmon.

To test the utility of SNPs for parentage assignment, we called genotypes and used the COL-

ONY parentage assignment program [48] to assign family structure. Due to the 1:1 spawning

scheme used at Coleman and many other hatcheries, hatchery parentage assignments often

assume monogamy. However, we elected to not assume monogamy to allow for all parent-off-

spring possibilities. We input fall- and late fall-run adults with>80% called genotypes (198

SNPs, 478 adults) and all offspring individuals with>1% called genotypes (two SNPs, 671 off-

spring), as we also wanted to evaluate the minimum number of called SNPs in offspring neces-

sary for successful parentage assignments (S9 and S10 Tables). Parentage assignment fell into

four categories (Fig 3, S13 Table). The majority of offspring with <10% genotypes were

assigned incorrectly (Fig 3). Offspring that range 10%-30% called genotypes have mostly cor-

rect parentage assignments, but have significant errors, especially false negatives. Offspring

with>30% called genotypes (74 SNPs) have consistently low error rates. Interestingly, how-

ever, the male parent misassignments were significantly higher (Fig 3). Male bias was even

present in offspring with>80% called genotypes, which lead us to suspect a biological basis

rather than a technological one. We conclude that SNPs discovered through Rapture worked

well for PBT even in offspring with relatively low amounts of data; however, the sex-biased pat-

tern of misassignments warranted further investigation.

To determine if the offspring were parented by an adult outside of the recorded spawning

pairs, we analyzed the assignments by spawn order in the hatchery. There is a difference

between male and female errors for individuals above 30% called genotypes (Fig 3), where

there was a total of 89 incorrect male assignments and 18 incorrect female assignments, with

many misassignments of offspring with ample genotype data. Strikingly, 80 of the incorrect

males were assigned to the male of the previous spawning pair, which suggests milt contamina-

tion from previously spawned males (S16 Table). In Fig 4, the direct diagonal contains the off-

spring from the observed spawn, all other offspring were first deemed as incorrect

assignments. There is a pattern where almost all assignments off the diagonal fall to the right-

Fig 2. Sample sequencing coverage. Histogram of the mean coverage of samples at midway position of all 500 bait-

targeted loci. The midway position was 60bp in the 5’-3’ direction from the start position of the capture bait.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0239221.g002
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hand side, suggesting these errors are likely true assignments due to male contamination from

residual milt (Figs 4 and 5). If the assignments are correct, male contamination from the previ-

ous spawn occurred in 14% of all recorded spawns (S13 and S16 Tables). Additionally, 12 of

the female parent misassignments were tracked down to one event of the switching of two

adult samples in neighboring wells during molecular biology, and two were also found to be

from the previous female spawned (S16 Table). Considering only the 570 offspring with over

30% called genotypes, parents with over 80% genotypes, and removing the errors caused by

Fig 3. Error analysis of parentage assignments. Stacked bar plot of assignments of parents to offspring compared to

the observed hatchery spawn; grouped by closest tenth of a percent of called genotypes of offspring; errors separated by

sex of parent M—male, F—female; shade indicates error type: correct, false negative (no parent assigned when one was

present), false positive (parent assign when not present), and incorrect (parent assigned to incorrect parent when

parent present).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0239221.g003

Fig 4. Parent pair output in spawning order. Heat map of the number of offspring for every possible parent pair;

shade indicates number of offspring produced by parent pair according to COLONY output.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0239221.g004
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male contamination from the previous spawn, male parents were assigned with an accuracy of

98.42% and female parents were assigned with an accuracy of 99.30%. There was a false nega-

tive rate of approximately 0.35% for male and 0.18% for female assignments. We conclude that

Rapture-PBT was very accurate overall, and this is a conservative accuracy rate considering

that gametic contamination was likely more prevalent.

To simulate parentage assignment on returning adults, where it is likely that only a subset

of samples would have genotyped parents, we removed parents to increase the number of off-

spring without parents input into the COLONY program. We ran the program including 671

offspring with at least 2 called genotypes, 10 known parents, and the remaining adults with no

offspring. The adults all had a minimum of 80% called genotypes and consisted of 65 late fall-

run adults, 222 fall-run adults with no offspring, and 10 fall-run (5 male and 5 female) with off-

spring. We purposely used a small number of correct parents to simulate a real-life situation

where offspring samples would be taken as returning adults 3 years after parental samples were

collected. For example, in some reasonable scenarios, very few of the returning individuals

would be offspring of tagged broodstock. Additionally, we decided to incorporate late fall-run

individuals into the test in order to determine if the program had more difficulty assigning

related individuals when members from a different run were present. Of the 570 offspring

with greater than 30% called genotypes (74 SNPs), there were only two offspring assigned to

incorrect male and 3 offspring assigned to incorrect female parents. In other words, 99.56% of

the assignments of parents to offspring were correct. The incorrect assignments were to adults

in the fall-run as opposed to late fall-run. Thus, COLONY did not assign any offspring to

parents in a different population and had a very low rate of incorrect assignments, even when

most potential offspring did not have included parents.

To assess the feasibility using of Rapture-PBT in a large scale, we calculated all of the costs

per sample for molecular work and sequencing. The molecular techniques for DNA extraction,

RAD library construction, and capture were $2.60 per fish sample (S17 Table). By only interro-

gating a subset of the RAD tags through Rapture, sequencing costs are lowered to only a small

fraction of the total cost. By using 50% of an Illumina HiSeq 4000 lane, sequencing costs were

$0.53 per sample, making the total cost $3.13 per sample (Table 1, S17 Table). Hammer and

Blankenship conducted an in-depth comparison of cost for various methods of marks, tags

Fig 5. Enlarged parent pair output in spawning order. Heat map of the number of offspring for possible parents

pairs from adult 20–30; shade indicates number of offspring produced by parent pair according to COLONY output.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0239221.g005
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and combinations used specifically for monitoring salmonids, such as Chinook Salmon, in

2001. They found that CWTs cost $0.60–0.136 per fish for application with an additional $3–5

per fish to decode the tags, and PIT tags cost $2.50–5.50 for application with negligible decod-

ing costs after equipment associated costs were removed [49]. Similar to that study, our cost

analysis does include laboratory materials, but not equipment costs. Rapture-PBT is slightly

more cost effective, but similar to Genotyping-in-Thousands, a version of Amplicon sequenc-

ing, which costs $3.98 per sample [41].

Discussion

Our results suggest Rapture-PBT is a powerful, flexible, and efficient method of parent-based

tagging. Rapture is flexible through targeting specific RAD tags, where the number and loca-

tion of sequenced regions can be easily changed. The bait set can be expanded to increase the

number of informative SNPs or reduced to decrease cost per individual. Rapture also allows

targeting RAD tags from specific genomic regions of interest, such as the GREB1L region [46].

By sampling a subset of the genome with Rapture, we obtained sufficient SNPs for parentage

assignment. In this experiment, Rapture was not executed under optimal conditions (e.g., we

used a bait set designed in Rainbow Trout for Chinook), highlighting the flexible specificity of

genome sub-sampling using capture baits. Even with a limited number of baits designed for a

related species, Rapture was sufficient for accurate parent-based tagging and yielded more

informative SNPs than necessary. We have found 500 baits to be flexible and applicable to a

wide range of projects [50, 51]. Other groups have had success with up to 16,000 baits [52].

Given the increases in sequencing capacity, we would recommend going forward designing

many baits, at least 1000 baits.

It seems likely that the 100 Rapture loci with low coverage failed for technical reasons

because the baits were designed for Rainbow Trout, especially given that the vast majority of

these baits produced high coverage in Rainbow Trout [42]. The baits producing low coverage

are likely due to polymorphisms in the Chinook Salmon genome that disrupt the restriction

site in the targeted loci. Although Chinook Salmon and Rainbow Trout are as divergent as any

species pair within the Oncorhynchus genus, they were still similar enough to use the same

baits with ample data for parentage assignment. Based on the success of this pilot experiment,

we propose the possibility of preforming Rapture-PBT on all Pacific salmonids using the same

bait set. Not only would these baits be more than sufficient for accurate parentage assignment,

but also the sequence data could be informative for future comparisons between species in the

Oncorhynchus genus. Although the 500 Rainbow Trout baits would likely be sufficient for

pedigree reconstruction for all species in the Oncorhynchus genus, an improved bait set could

be designed more specifically from RAD data and multiple species if desired. Thus, Rapture-

PBT would be an elegant and straightforward method for large-scale implementation of

genetic tracking.

Table 1. Cost of reagents and sequencing for Rapture-PBT. Cost of each molecular step in Rapture-PBT by 96-well

plate and individual sample. Cost does not include labor or equipment.

Cost per 96-well plate Cost per Sample

DNA Extraction $84.34 $0.88

RAD Library Preparation $116.48 $1.21

Capture Step $48.61 $0.51

Sequencing $51.00 $0.53

Total Cost $300.47 $3.13

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0239221.t001
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Rapture-PBT not only has the potential to alleviate many of the challenges faced by CWTs,

but also is cost-effective. Physical tags like CWTs have drawbacks including poor tag retention,

stress induced by tagging, and lethal detection. Though CWTs have already been scaled up to a

substantial level, and PIT tags give useful migration data, they both lack information that can

be provided by genetic analysis. Additionally, physical tags have costs related to raising fish to

a relatively large size before tag implantation [25]. As sequencing costs continue to decrease,

the feasibility of large-scale genetic tagging will increase. With a bait set designed for Chinook

Salmon, a smaller number of baits could be used to decrease the cost per sample. Utilizing

Rapture SNP data for PBT lowers the price so that it is competitive with physical tagging

prices. Additionally, tissue would only be collected from adults, which have a significantly

smaller sample size than any physical tagging methods that are implemented on juveniles. At

$3.13 per samples, Rapture-PBT is competitive with the cost of CWT and PIT tags and yields

data on individuals which PIT tags and CWTs are not suited to provide.

After completing parentage assignments, we discovered a novel biological aspect of hatch-

ery practices. Many hatcheries including Coleman National Fish Hatchery implement a 1:1

pairing scheme where the eggs of one female are crossed with the milt from one male. We

used this scheme to construct our expected parentage assignments, where the offspring from

each spawning event would be from the known crossed parents. Our study revealed that there

is more diversity than previously assumed with the 1:1 spawning scheme since many offspring

were fathered by residual sperm from previous spawns. We only accepted assignments of indi-

viduals fathered by the immediately previous spawn as correct, but given the sex-biased mis-

assignment rate and asymmetry in assignment order, it is likely the offspring assigned to

fathers from earlier spawns are correct as well. Thus, we suspect that the assignment error rate

in males is much lower than our conservative calculation.

Fertilization from many males has implications for past and future pedigree data. Families

tracked with external tags are under the assumption that the individuals that were attempted

to be crossed are the parents of the tagged juveniles, which could be incorrect in a significant

portion of individuals. Because we conservatively assumed that only fertilizations from the sin-

gle previous male were correct, we suspect true rates of sperm contamination to be higher than

the 14% we calculated. Studies that use external tags to track relatives from a hatchery with

similar spawning practices should consider the possibility of unexpected gamete mixing. This

also reveals that future PBT with hatchery samples should not assume monogamy when input-

ting data into parentage assignment software. Fertilization is a molecular event with great con-

sequences that can be revealed with molecular techniques. Unpredictable results from

manipulated spawning confirms the need for genetic marking and analysis for managed spe-

cies at the individual level.

To improve Rapture-PBT going forward, we suggest more consistent extractions of DNA,

and an improved bait set to increase the number of informative SNPs used for PBT assign-

ments. There was unexpected variation in sequencing success in the offspring we analyzed due

to inconsistent DNA extractions among embryo tissue samples. Though only a fraction of the

embryo was used for DNA extraction, this tissue produced a high concentration of DNA,

which created problems with a magnetic bead DNA purification. Our most consistent embryo

DNA extraction was from a plate where the lysate was diluted 50:50. In hindsight, a 50:50 dilu-

tion on all embryo lysate could have been used to promote more uniform DNA concentrations

after extraction. In practice, Rapture-PBT would utilize DNA extracted from adult fin clips,

which do not have the inconsistencies that we experienced with embryo tissue, thus yielding

more consistent sequencing coverage across samples. We predict that implementation of Rap-

ture-PBT in a management situation would have more accurate assignments due an increase

in the number of called genotypes per individual from fin-clip DNA extractions.
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High-throughput genetic analysis with low sequencing costs has far-reaching and immedi-

ate implications for fisheries management and conservation. When reproducing adults are

genotyped, the information can be used as a unique identifier for individuals who share a sig-

nificant portion of genes with that individual such as offspring and siblings [34]. Rapture

could also be used to discern sibling relationships to estimate the number of spawning individ-

uals in wild populations. The methods used here could be informative for hatchery broodstock

and wild population introgression through monitoring of hatchery offspring and grandoff-

spring potentially spawned in the wild. Studies have shown a rapid decline in reproductive suc-

cess in the wild after one or few generations of being spawned in a hatchery [53, 54]. Rapture-

PBT would be an excellent tool for specifically monitoring reproductive success from hatchery,

wild, and mixed stocks.

A case study that could benefit from Rapture-PBT is research of juvenile Chinook Salmon

reared on inundated floodplains in the Central Valley of California. Floodplain reared juve-

niles exhibit increased growth rates compared to individuals confined to adjacent river chan-

nels [55, 56]. Gaining a better understanding of how these habitat-specific juvenile growth

rates effect eventual rates of the return of adult Chinook is a matter of pressing conservation

concern best answered by the release of genetically tracked groups of juvenile salmon into

adjacent floodplain and river channel habitats. Only a small fraction of juvenile salmon survive

to return as adults. Therefore, each release group must be comprised of hundreds of thousands

of tagged juvenile salmon to ensure recapture of sufficient numbers of returning tagged adults.

To date, the State of California mandates that all juvenile salmon used for research be

implanted with a CWT has made procuring adequate numbers of experimental fish prohibi-

tively difficult [57]. Rapture-PBT can effectively and economically track this same large num-

ber of fish through their entire life history by only sampling broodstock and returning adults.

Rapture-PBT will also allow us to identify the specific family groups or genetic backgrounds

from which successful individuals originate. Taken together, our results demonstrate that Rap-

ture-PBT is an affordable option to track many individuals at low cost and provides a large

amount of data per individual.

Materials and methods

Sample collection

We collected fin clip samples of fall- and late fall-run Chinook Salmon from Coleman National

Fish Hatchery along Battle Creek of the Sacramento River in California. A total of 572 adults

were collected, 476 fall-run were collected on October 13, 2016 and 96 late fall-run were col-

lected on January 4, 2016 (S1 Table). All actions done, including clipping of fins and sacrificing

embryos with ethanol, were approved under UC Davis IACUC protocol #18883. Fin clips

were taken after a male and female pair were spawned together using a funnel that directed

eggs and milt into a bucket. Adult fin clips were placed on Whatman paper and dried at room

temperature. After each mating, the bucket was replaced and the funnel was rinsed with water.

Hatchery personnel spawned fish pairs and incubated the fertilized eggs separately. Approxi-

mately half (118) of the fall-run batches of fertilized eggs were marked with a domino that trav-

eled with the eggs through the washing and incubation processes. Eggs were collected on

November 3, 2016, after the embryos had developed for 21 days. Individual eggs and batches

of eggs had varying quality with some eggs dead. We collected eight embryos from each

marked egg batch and transferred them to an individual tube containing 95% ethanol as a fix-

ing agent. Two batches of eggs could not be located, yielding 116 families of parents and 826

eggs (S2 Table).
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DNA extraction

In the laboratory a ~4 mm2 piece of adult fin clip was transferred to a well in a 96-well plate for

DNA extraction. Embryos were dissected from each egg and individually rinsed in 75% etha-

nol. We removed the head and transferred it to a 96-well plate for DNA extraction. A total of

730 eggs contained sufficient embryo tissue for DNA extraction. Embryo tissue was placed in

96-well plates containing Lifton’s buffer and frozen at -20˚C until all samples were processed.

A bead-based protocol was used as described [42] to extract DNA from the 1,302 total tissue

samples with an additional heating step of DNA-bound beads in LoTE at 65˚C for one minute.

Fall-run adult fin-clip DNA was sequenced in triplicate to increase coverage. Embryo DNA

had variable concentration and was normalized. DNA was quantified using Quant-iT Pico-

Green dsDNA Reagent (Thermo Fisher Scientific) with an FLx800 Fluorescence Reader (Bio-

Tek Instruments).

RAD and Rapture

The first step in applying Rapture is choosing baits. Ali et al. designed 500 baits for Rainbow

Trout, that are distributed across the species’ 29 chromosomes (based on their positions in a

genetic map) [58]. Rainbow Trout and Chinook Salmon are related species, belonging to the

same taxonomic genus and thus have similar genomes, but differ greatly within the Oncor-
hynchus genus [59]. Given that many SbfI restriction sites are shared between the two species,

in addition to the flexibility of the loci used for genetic assignment, we reasoned that the preex-

isting baits could also be used for parentage assignment in Chinook Salmon [46]. SbfI RAD

libraries were prepared with well and plate barcodes using a new RAD protocol [42]. We then

used a previously described bait panel of 500 RAD loci (ordered as a MYbaits kit from Arbor

Biosciences) for capture [42]. The library was then sequenced with paired-end 150 base pair

reads on 50% of an Illumina HiSeq 4000 lane.

Sequencing analysis and SNP filtering

Rapture sequencing data were demultiplexed by requiring a perfect barcode and partial restric-

tion enzyme site match. We aligned the sequence reads to a recent draft assembly of the Rain-

bow Trout genome [60] because a suitable Chinook Salmon genome was unavailable [42, 60].

The data for adult triplicate samples were then merged. To account for sequencing errors, we

then calculated the of number of times specific nucleotides were sequenced also known as the

coverage or depth. We used SAMtools [61] depth function with the bed option to create a file

with the depth (number of sequence reads) of each sample at the midway position of each

sequenced capture bait-targeted loci. Then, we wrote a simple perl script to calculate the mean

for each Rapture locus and each sample. We chose the 60bp location because it is the middle of

the 120bp targeted bait (S5 and S6 Tables). We evaluated 4x as a low-medium coverage level

and 10x as a medium-high level [62]. We filtered for SNPs and called genotypes using ANGSD

version 0.920 [47] with a minimum SNP P-value of 10−12, a base call accuracy of 99%, and a

posterior cutoff of 95%, and a minimum individuals of 50%. We then estimated their minor

allele frequency and used a likelihood ratio test to identify two paralogous SNPs (S7 Table). In

the 394 RAD loci that greater than 4X mean coverage, we discovered 501 SNPs that passed pre-

defined filtering requirements across 250 RAD loci, and the remaining 144 RAD loci did not

contain SNPs that met filtering requirements. Furthermore, after removing two SNPs that

appeared to be paralogs, there were 499 SNPs across 248 RAD loci. Lastly, to avoid linkage, we

selected one SNP per RAD locus with the highest minor allele frequency. When multiple SNPs

were present in one RAD locus, the one with the highest minor allele frequency was chosen

(S8 Table).
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Analysis with COLONY program

SNP data was formatted and input into the COLONY program [48]. COLONY version 2.0.6.5

from the Zoological Society of London uses full-pedigree likelihood methods to infer related-

ness of individuals using multilocus data with flexible assumptions and data requirements

[48]. We assumed no dioecious species, inbreeding, polygamy, no clones, no prior known sib-

ling relationship, unknown population allele frequency, one run, length of run equal to two,

full likelihood, and very high precision with likelihood. We then ran COLONY with sequence

data on all offspring with at least 1% called genotypes and adults with at least 80% called geno-

types (S10 Table). COLONY includes the probability that each assignment is correct All

assignments including misassignments were accepted if they had probabilities above 95%. The

COLONY input was optimized by running an input file into the program 10 times with 10 dif-

ferent seed numbers and taking the mode of the outputs (S12 Table). We found that two adult

samples in neighboring wells had assigned to each other’s offspring. Errors were confirmed

when separating triplicate adult sequence data where one plate had inconsistent genotypes

with the other two duplicates. These errors were removed before further analysis.

To test a situation where only a small fraction of individuals to be assigned have genotyped

parents, this process was repeated. The input consisted of only 10 parents with known off-

spring, all parents with no known offspring, and all offspring to test a scenario where many

individuals do not have genotyped parents. The simulation had the same assumptions as the

complete dataset input into COLONY and the output was also run ten times and the mode

was analyzed (S14 and S15 Tables).

Error analyses

We assumed perfect assignment where the adults marked for each spawn were the true

parents. There were four levels of error marked for each assigned parent to an offspring: (0)

correct assignment, (1) no assignment when parent was present (false negative), (2) assign-

ment when parent was not present (false positive), (3) incorrect assignment with parent pres-

ent. Errors were categorized by error type, genotype success of offspring and parent, and

spawning order (S13, S15 and S16 Tables).
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input.
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